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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY/

MANAGEMENT/COMMERCIAL PRACTICE - APRIL, 2019

POWER PLANT ENGINEERING

(Maximum marks : 100)

fNote '.- Use of Steam Tables and Mollier Charts are permitted'l

lTime : 3 hours

PART - A

(Maximum marks : l0)
Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two Sentences. Each question carries 2 marks'

l. What is 3T factors affecting combustion'

2. State the advantages of using a condenser in steam power plant.

3.DrawthelinesketchofaclosedcycleGasTurbine.

4. What is Nuclear fission ?

5. what are the advantages of a surface condenser 'r (5x2 : l0)

PART - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks'

l. List the advantages of steam hrbine over steam engine'

2. Explain principle and working of counter flow jet conderser'

3. Define calorific value' Explain LCV & HCV'

4. A constant plessure open cycle gas turbine plant works between temperature

range of l5oC and 700"C andpressure ratio of 6. Find the mass of air

circulating in the installation, if it develops 1100 kW'

5. Explain working of a bio gas plant.

6. Explain the working of a Solar cooker'

7. A vacuum gauge fitted to a condenser reads 700 mm of Hg. When the barometer

reads 750 mm of Hg. Determine the corrected vacuum in terms of mm of Hg

and bar. (5x6:30)
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PART -C
(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer oze firll question from each writ. Each fiIl question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

Marks

(a) Explain Velocity Cornpormding Used in st€am tubines. 7

ft) Explain the proc€ss md purpose of reheating steam in steam turtine apprications. g

On

(a) Explain the purpose of bleeding in steam nubines, in detail.

(b) Deduce combustion equatrons of sohd fuel according to quantty ol oxygen available.

Urrr - II

(a) What is the purpose of Air pump in condenser ? Explain the construction and
working of Edward's Air pump.

(b) A surface condenser is designed to handle 10000 kg. of steam per hour.
The steam enters at 0.08 bar and 0.9 dn;'ness and the condensate leaves at the
corresponding saturation temperature. The pressure is constant throughout the
condenser. Estimate the cooling water flow rate per hour, if the cooling water
temperature rise is limited to 10"C.

On

(a) What is condenser efficiency and vacuum efficiency ? List the factors affecting
vacuum efficiency

(b) What :: O*ugttt in cooling tower ? Explain any two rype of driughr system used
m coolng tower.

7

6

Uxrr - lll
Compare constant pressure gas tubine with constant volume gas turbine.

What is the principle of jet propulsion ? Explain working of Turbo prop Engine.

8

VII (a)

(b)

x

On

(a) Compare closed cycle and open cycle gas turbine.

(b) Explain the working of a Hydro Electric Power plant with figure.

UNrr - IV

(a) List and describe different coolants used in nuclear reactors.

(b) What is wind energy ? Explain the workurg of a wind mill with figure.

On

(a) Illustrate the working principle of a fast breeder reactoq state its advantages and
limitations.

ft) Explain the principle of power geneftrtion using a flat plate collector.

VIII

,7

8

7

8
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